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RRS User Group Shares Their Excitement for Annual Release 

Boston –17 November 2015 – Solutions Atlantic’s customers came together for its annual user 

conference to discuss reporting obligations under the awaited Amended Transparency Directive (TDA) 

and to get a glimpse of the much anticipated Regulatory Reporting System (RRS) user interface 

enhancements. 

Solutions Atlantic invited Claire Farley, Head of Regulatory Products for aosphere LLP to speak to the 

many changes coming as a result of the amended Transparency Directive. Claire’s overview and 

roadmap for country compliance under the Directive sparked many questions and continues to do so as 

countries slowly meet the new requirements under the specific deadline. To help customers comply 

with TDA, Solutions Atlantic released a canonical rule that is a basic ‘copy out’ of the TDA technical 

requirements. This canonical rule will help RRS customers, who build their own rules as part of the 

Regulatory Reporting System , to check their work before releasing their updated rules. 

Most of the meeting was spent on presenting the new user interface which introduced user defined 

views, filters and flags, heat mapping, notes and to-dos. Users are eager to take advantage of the new 

interface which will allow them to truly customize their user experience and workflow.  “We’re eager to 

implement this new release to take advantage of these additional features which we believe will 

streamline our disclosure process”, said a compliance officer from a global investment firm. “Not only 

will we be able to easily identify obligations but we will cut down on the time to review disclosures – 

saving us precious time to meet already demanding disclosure deadlines.” 

Amidst client implementations, regulatory updates and the TDA release, the team at Solutions Atlantic 

spent countless hours scoping, designing and developing this user led annual release. “This release is a 

culmination of hard work by the Solutions Atlantic team and commitment from our user community to 

provide necessary input and feedback throughout the development cycle. It is rewarding to the team to 

be able to showcase their efforts to the user group and receive their praise firsthand”, said Mitch 

Greess, CEO of Solutions Atlantic.  

 

Solutions Atlantic is the market leading provider of shareholding disclosure solutions to the global 

financial services industry.  For more than a decade, its Regulatory Reporting System (RRS) has been at 

the forefront of global shareholding disclosure obligations and currently supports a client base having 

over $4.0 trillion in assets under management.  With regulatory rules for over 85 jurisdictions, RRS leads 

the way in complete workflow automation including; monitoring, alerting and disclosure document 

generation. Solutions Atlantic is headquartered in Boston, MA.   
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